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SVAZEK 23 (1978) APLIKACE MATEMATIKY ČÍSLO 2 
ON THE EXISTENCE OF A WEAK SOLUTION 
OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR THE 
EQUILIBRIUM OF A SHALLOW SHELL REINFORCED 
WITH STIFFENING RIBS 
I G O R B O C K , J A N LOVISEK 
(Received October 25, 1976) 
The paper deals with the existence and the unicity of a weak solution of the bound­
ary value problem for a shallow shell reinforced with stiffening ribs. The boundary 
value problem is formulated as a direct variational problem, hence we obtain a weak 
(or variational) solution of the problem (the corresponding bilinear form is not 
symmetric). The method of finite elements is used for numerical analysis of our 
problem. 
1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
A shallow shell (Fig. 1) is a thin planar construction the tension of which is small 
compared with the radius of curvature of the middle surface. The theory of shallow 
shells is based on the assumption that the middle surface of the shell with its small 
Fig. 1. 
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tension obeys the laws of Euclidean geometry in the plane with greatest values of 
projection of the whole surface. 
We suppose that the middle surface of the shell can be expressed in Cartesian 








the middle surface of the shell obeys the laws of Euclidean geometry in its projection 
plane Q. The stiffening ribs have generally the form of curved beams of a constant 
cross section. The reference axis of the rib is the line connecting the centres of all 
cross sections of the beam. We assume that the ribs are placed on the inner side of the 
shell (er > 0, Fig. 2). We denote by 
y, 
v>T 
(i.i) gn \Hxn^ (řj/i? Hznf 
Qm \Hym) Qxm> Hzn 
Ш, 
mү 
the vectors of the unknown contact forces on the boundary of the contact between 
the shell and the n-th rib (in the direction X) and the m-th rib (in the direction Y), 
respectively (Fig. 4; positively directed inner forces of the rib and of the shell as well 
as the components of the surface powers are shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4). 
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The equation for the equilibrium of the shell is of the operator form 
(1.2) l*] {«} = {*}. 
where 
{p} = <PNX, PNY, PNZ>T 
Fig. 3. 
is the vector of the surface strains (Fig. 4), 
{u} = <tt, v, w>T 
is the displacement vector of the middle surface of the shell. 
Fig. 4. 
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The elements of the matrix [P] are differential operators exactly expressed in 
[6], [7]. We do not express their explicit form here. The equations of statical com­
patibility for thin curved beams are expressed in the form 
(1.3) 
with 
[R] {ur} = {qr} 
{u,} = <мr, vr, wr, r)
т , 
where ur, vr, wr express the displacement of the points of the axis of the rib and 0r 
expresses the rotation of the cross section of the rib. {qr} is the vector of generalized 
forces ( l . l ) , [K] = [K], where the elements of the matrix [K] — differential opera­
tors — will be introduced in the end of this chapter. We suppose that the boundary 
of the contact between the rib and the shell is only on the intersection of the per­
pendicular plane of the rib and the middle surface of the shell. The perpendicular 
axis Z of the rib is the main central axis of the inertia, which is orthogonal to the 
"supporting" surface (ri9 r2) of the shell. We formulate therefore the conditions 
of the contact in the following way: 
l) statical 
2) geometrical 
= -Anx, qyn = -Asx, qzn = -Atx 
ur = u , vr = v, wr = w , 
V = ~Amy 
Or = 0X , (rotation of the orthogonal element of the shell) 
where 
u* = ur — er0r, v* = vr — er 
àwr 
d7 
Using the stiffness matrix of the rib we express the unknown vector of the load, 
which acts on the surface of the contact between the shell and the n-th and the m-th 
rib, respectively, in the following way ([6], [7]) 
(1.5) {q„} = [K„-]{U}, {qm} = [Km-]{U}, {U} = ( { « } , 0X) 
(1.6) bu | 0 | 0 bl4 
0 | b22 b23 | 0 
0 | b32 Ь33 0 
b4i | 0 | 0 b44 
jd 
dy 4 
Ъц = Drx—-, b22 = -Br 
áy2 
b"-D"[Ů- + vÁe'^ + k:í] 
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Ьl4 = - b 4 i = Drx ( er -f-- - k
2 ) — - k2Gr — 
áyz J àyz áyz 
Ь 7 , - _ Қ , = Bи 0*20? - er) áy2 áy_ 
Drx, Br, Gr are the flexural, bending and torsional rigidities of the rib, Qr is the cross 
section function (the radius of inertia of the cross section surface of the rib), k2, kt 
are the main curvatures of the shell, er is the distance between the neutral axis of the 
cross section surface of the rib and the inner surface of the rib. 
The stiffness matrix [Kw] is of the same form with the operator d/dx instead of 
d/dy. 
2. FUNDAMENTAL SPACES OF THE PROBLEM 
For simplicity we assume the region Q to be rectangular: Q = (a, b) x (c, d). 
We assume further that Q is divided by the help of a division 
a = x0 < xj < . . . < xn = b, n ^ 2 
c = yo < yt < • • • < ym = c, m _ 2 
n m 
® = U U Ru, Rij = (xi-i, xt) x (yj-u yj) • 
t=i / = i 
The stiffening ribs are defined by 
Ixi = ^i x (c, (i) , i = \, ...,n — 1 
Iy. = (a, b) x yj , j = 1, . . . , m - 1 . 
Let £ (̂£2) be the set of all arbitrarily differentiable functions with a compact support 
in O, H0(Q) the closure of ®(0) in the Sobolev space H
m(Q), V(Q) = H0(D) x 
x HJ(.Q) x H0(.Q). We shall define a weak solution of the problem (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) 
in the space 
W(Q) = |{z} = <«, „, vv> e V(Q); uyj e H0(a, b), uXl e H
2
0(c, d), uyj(xt) = uXi(yj), 
t>,. є ЯŠ(a, Ь), pЯf є Яj(c, d), vУj(Xi) = ^.(>-), w,. є H
2
0(a, b), wXi є IЃ0(c, d) , 
дw 
Yy 
TTK L\ dw 
e Hz(a, b), — 
dx 





0,) = ^ ( * ; ) , ^ 
.. Ox дy 
(yj) - — 
дy 
( * i ) . 
z x ð ðvv 
( x í ) =  
õy дx 
(Уj)[> 
where u^.(x), ux.(y) are the traces of the function u on Iyj, Ix., respectively. 
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We denote further 
u(x„ Уj) = ы„.(xř) = uXt(Уj), v(Xi, yj) = v,(xf) = vXí(Уj), 
д2w 
õX дy 
õ ôw d dv 
(*.. yj) = — — (*.) = — — 
õx дy дy дx 
ІУj)-
Let (.,.)m be the scalar product in the space H™(Q). We define the scalar product 





(({zi}.Ы)) = [ { Z l } , Ы ] + <{Z l},{z2}>, 
[{Zí}, {z2}] = (ut, U2)i + (vu t)2)t + (lVj, w2)2 
" 1 , ^ 2 ^ + »І>2>-, + < { - i } . { - - } > = ! 
7 = 1 
+ w l v ,w 2 v , + -
/ЗWÍ í V /ð 
" ì ^ ^ y , -
V ^y U / V ^y |„ 
dx + 
(дwл 




n-1 fd ~ 
+ E "1*^2*, + ^lx^i 
i=l Jc 
We denote the norm in W(Q) by 






|{z}||2 = [ {z} , {z} ] , 
|{z}|2 = <{z},{z}>. 
Theorem 1. The set W(Q) with the scalar product (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) is a Hilbert 
space. 
Proof. It can be verified easily that W(Q) is a linear space. The bilinear form (2A) 
has all the properties of a scalar product. It remains to show that W(Q) with the 
norm (2.4) is a Banach space. Let {zk} e W(Q) be a Cauchy sequence in the norm 
(2.4) Then {zk} -> {z} e V(Q) = H^Q) x H\(Q) X H
2
0(Q). Using the imbedding 
theorems in Sobolev spaces ([8]) we obtain 
lkyj -+ Uyj > Vkyj -+ Vyj > Wkyj 
Õy 
ôw 
*) We denote here it == dujdx and u* — dujdy. 
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for every j = 1, . . . , m — 1 in the space L2(a, b) and 





for every i = 1 , . . . , n - 1 in the space L2(c, d). 
Let <p be an arbitrary function from @(Q). We have 
OX 
dy 
for every k == 1,2,. . . and hence 






(p"(x) àx ; 
(dwfc/dy|j,)" is a Cauchy sequence in L2(a, b) and hence (dwkjdy\yj)" -> a(x) in the 
space L2(a, b). 
It follows from (2.7) that 
I ű(x) <p(x) d.x = '"ćHv a ^ ф"(x) dx 
for every function cp e Q)(a, b). Hence dw\dy\yj e H^(a, b) and (dw\dy\y.)" = 
= g(x) e L2(a, b). The other properties of the function {z} can be verified in a similar 




( Ч 5 OV 
( * í ) = 
ðy ðx 
(Уj) 
Using the assumption {zk} = <ufc, vfc, wfc> e W(.Q) we obtain 
(2.9) 
As we have shown above 
д ðwk 
ðx ðy 














in HІ(a, b) 
m H
2
0(c, d) , 
Using the imbedding theorem we obtain 
ð ðwk 
ðx ðy 
, ч ð ðw 
(xř.) -> 










By virtue of the last relations and (2.9) we arrive at (2.8). Hence {z} e W(Q) and 
W(Q) is a Hilbert space which is the assertion of the theorem. 
The next theorem is important for the convergence of the finite element method 
in the space W(Q). Let us denote 
93(Q) = 9(Q) x _2(Q) x @(Q) . 
Theorem 2. The set £#3(__) is dense in the space W(Q) with the norm (2.4). 






Lemma 1. Let us denote 
W(Q) = Uz} e W(Q) ; uXi = vXi = wXi = 
®W(Q) = @
3(Q) n W(Q). 
The set @W(Q) is dense in W(Q) in the norm (2.4). 
Proof. As the function {z} e W(Q) satisfies the homogeneous conditions on the 
"ribs" IXi, J we obtain 
{z} = <u, v, w> e W(Q) => u G Hl0{Rtj), v e H0(Riy), w e H
2
0(RU) 
for every i = 1, ..., n — 1 and j = l , . . . , m — 1. 
Therefore there exist sequences {zlk
j} e <33(Rtj) satisfying {z
l
k} —> {z} in the spaces 
V(Rij). We define such a sequence {zk} e @W(Q) that {zfc}|Kl7 = {zjj}. As Q = 
n m 
= U U Rij> w e obtain that {zfc} -» {z} in the space V(_2) with the norm (2.5) which 
i = l 7 - 1 
is in W(_2) identical with the norm (2.4). This completes the proof. 
P r o o f of Theorem 2. Let (pXi(x) e @(a, b), cpy.(y) e Q)(c, d) be test functions 
satisfying 
cpXi(x) = 1 , x G (x,- - a f, xf + a f) , â  < min {xt - x ^ , xi + l - x j , 
</^(y) = 1, y e (y,- - pj, yj + ft) , fij < min {y; - yy_1? yy+l - y,.} , 
0 _ ^ ( ^ 1 , x e ( a , b ) ; 0 £ 9,.(y) = 1 , y e ( c , d ) , 
i = 1, . . . , n - 1 ; j = 1, . . . , m - 1 . 
We express the function {z} = <u, v, w> G W(Q) in the form 
(2.10) {z} = {z0} + {Z} , {z0} = <u0, v0, w0> , {Z} = <U, V, W> , 
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where 
n—1 m—1 n—Im—\ 
(2.11) U = z M*.(y) <?*,(*) + Z ",/*) ^ ( y ) - Z Z u(xi> yj) ?*,(*) ^ ( y ) , 
i = l 7 = 1 i = l j=l 
n — 1 m — 1 « — 1 m — 1 
v = Z ^*.(y) <?*,(*) + Z »,/*) ^ W - Z Z K*t> yj) <?*,(*) ^ W > 
i = i j=i i = i j=i 
w — 1 m—1 n — 1 m — 1 
w = Z w*.(y) (pXi(
x) + Z *„(*) ^ / J O ~ Z Z w(xh yj) <?*,(*) <? o>) + 
i = i j=i i=i 7 = i 
« — 1 m — 1 
+ x sw/^I^Xy) (x - xt) <pXi(
x) + Z dwldy\yj(
x) (y ~ yj) <pyj(y) -
i = i j=i 
n — 1 m — 1 
- Z Z [^/^l^(yj) (* - **) + <WHX*0 0> - yj) + 
i = i j=i 
+ d2w\dx dy (xh y,) (x - xt) (y - j;7)] cpXi(x) cpy.(y) . 
According to the properties of the function {z} we have 
{Z}eW(Q), {z0}eW(Q). 
In virtue of Lemma 1 there exists a sequence 
{z 0 J e @W(Q) = ®\Q) n W(Q) 
which satisfies 
(2.12) i™IIIЫ-{-o}| | | = o. 
There exist sequences ux\ vk\ wk\ w
Xi e 9(c, d), uJc
J, vyk
J, wyk
J, w(J e Q)(a, b) which 
satisfy the relations 
(2.13) uľ -> uXi 
x- ~x- ^W 




v ľ -» ØJC, in Я 0 ( c , d) , u
y
k
J -> uУ7 in Я 0 ( я , b) , 
^ ľ -> vУJ, 
УJ ~УІ
 д w 
Wk " > Wyj > w í J - > — 
O> 
з>j 
in H0(O, b) . 
Using the imbedding theorems we obtain 
(2.14) ukl(yj) -* u(xh yj), Kj(x) -> «(x<, y/) , 
vxk(yj) -* K**»yj)> *#(*») -* *>(*->yj) > 










dxčty dx dxdy ( * . . yj) • 
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We define now the function {Zk} = (JJk, Vk, Wk} in the following way: 
п - 1 m — 1 
Uk = E «£«(» ^ O O + Z uЦx) ęУj(У) -
и — 1 m — 1 
Z Z <l'(yj) ^ W <r\(y) > 
= 1 j = l 
- 1 w - 1 
ľíW t̂ì + I*)^)-
= 1 j = l 
- 1 w - 1 
Z Z <ЬJ) Фx,W ^ , ( y ) , 
= 1 j=l 
i — l w — 1 
Z ™ľ(y) <?*,(*) + Z нtľW <t%(y) -
m - 1 j = 1 
1 m - 1 
Z Z wí'W Ф*,W <E>,(y) + 
= 1 j = l 
• - 1 w - 1 
Ж-
Z ™tb) (x - xò <pXІ(x) + Z ™ľ(
x) (У - УJ) <pУj(y) 
= i 
1 ш - 1 
j=l 
ľ I [ w ľ ( v J ) ( x - . x , ) + ^(x i )0 '- .V J -
= 1 j=l 
дy 
(yj) (x - x>) (y - yj)1<p*t(
x) <P,&) • 
Let us further introduce the sequence {zk} = {z0k} + {Zk}. It can be seen easily that 
{zk}e9\Q). 
Using (2A3), (2A4) and the properties of the function {z} e W{Q) we obtain in 
the same way as in [3] 
(2.15) l i m | | | { Z , } - { Z } | | | = 0 . 
fe-> oo 
Combining (2A2), (2.15) we have 
(2.16) limllK-*} " l-llll = °> Wi e®3(Q) 
fe-> oo 
and the proof is complete. 
3. WEAK SOLUTION OF THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
We introduce the following notation. Let {z} = <w, v, w> e W(Q). We denote 
(з-O {e({z})}




! du t d
2w 
^ = L. kxw; x = —— 
<9x Obr 
9 dv , d
2w 
e = h k7w ; x = 
dy 3y2 
-, du dv o d2w 
e3 = —- + — ; x3 = 2 
dy dx dxdy 
The stiffness matrix is defined by 
(3.3) [ - > ] " 
1 - /,2 
0 < /i < 1 . 
Let us denote vectors and matrices by 
1 џ 0 
џ 1 0 





8*,} = ( uXi, üXt, vXi, wXi, extw'x. + k2wXi, 















0 0 0 
> 
J C ; 
0 0 
0 k2(DXi + 0 
+ G»,) 
0 0 D X | e X | 
B„ -5 X i /c 2 e X i -B», 0 0 
 -BXik2Q
2
Xi DXi 0 0 0 
# X i o D x i e -
2 o o 
0 0 0 G v, + 0 
0 0 0 
,f  
+ k2DXiex. 
0 ZX.e *Ü<7,7) 
for / = 1, . . . , n — 1, 
(3.6) {eyj.}
T = (v; . , v;., u;., w;., ey.w;. + fclWyi, 





0 0 0 0 0 ЧDУJ + 
+ GУJ) 
0 
0 DУJ 0 0 0 0 DУJЄУJ 
0 0 BУJ -Byjki 
2 
- * * 0 0 
0 0 -вУjkx 
2 
QУJ 
D>J 0 0 0 
0 0 
~BУJ 
0 DУJQ7J2 0 0 
HDУJ + 0 0 0 0 GУJ + 0 
+ oУj) + kiDyjeyj 
0 -DУJЄУJ 0 0 0 0 DУjЄУj ( 7 , 7 ) 
forj = 1, ..., m — 1. 
We introduce now the bilinear forms belonging to the problem (1.2), (1.3), (V4). 




A({Zl}, {z2}) = h í {e j
т [D] {e2} dü + f í Ы
TІD] {x2} dß 
Jß 12Jß 
ЬXf({Zl}, {Z2}) = Г {eljcí}
т [X,J {e2ïi} dy , i = 1,..., n - 1 , 
JLXi 
M W Ы ^ ľ {в^}т[Kj{e^}dx, j = 1, ..., m - 1 , 
л - 1 
-1 *({-i}. Ы ) = ľ U{zJ. Ы) + I M Ь Ь Ы ) . 
i = i 
a({Zl},{Z2}) = A({Zl},{z2}) + fe({Zl},Ы). 
(3-10) 
(3.H) 
Let {p} = <p1? p2, p3>
T e [L2(Q)]
3. We define a linear bounded functional / e W(Q)* 
by 
/* n— 1 m — 1 
'({*}) = WT W M + 1 I «„Oo) + «,/*.) + 
Jn *=i J-i 
(3-12) + »„(^) + »,,(*,) + w»,(^) + ww(*») + 
•*-«-.) M + ( ^ - K J W . {z}elF(G). íôw 
Definition 1. Let {p} eL2(Q)
3. A. vector-function {z0} e W(Q) is a weak solution 
of the problem (1.2), (1.3), (V4) if it is a solution of the equation 
(3.13) a({z0}, {z}) = l({z}) (equation of virtual work) 
for every vector-function {z} = <w, v, w) e W(Q), where / e W(Q)* is defined in 
(3.12). ' 
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We shall show that the problem (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) has a unique weak solution. 
According to the Lax-Milgram theorem it is sufficient to show that the bilinear 
form a({zj}, {z2}) is coercive, i.e. 
(3.14) a({z},{z})rš a | | | {z} | | |
2 , V{z}eW(Q). 
We verify first that the bilinear form A({zJ, {z2}) is coercive on the space V(Q) 
=> W(Q). In virtue of the positive definiteness of the matrix [D] we obtain 
A({z},{z})^a[(\{e}\2 + \{x}\2)dQ = 
(3.15) 
( U Ôv 
+ kxw) + ( — + k2w) + [ - - +
 : - ) + 
Čx J \dy J \dy dxj 
du dv\2 
"wv /ö"wү . ( д w - Ы+Ы+ 4 öyл дx дy áü , a > 0 , Vz є V(í2). 
We shall use in our further considerations the results from [2] about the inequalities 
of Korn's type, employing the same notation as in [2]. We introduce therefore the 
operators 
(3.16) NĄz} = є1 , N2{z} = є
2 , N3{z} = 
N4{z} = x
l , N5{z} = x
2 , N6{z} = 
The components u, v, w are denoted by 
(3.17) u = u{ , v = u2 , w = u3 . 
The inequality (3 + 5) has now the form 
(3-18) A({z},{z})^ai|!V,{z}i|22(n). 
The operators Nt have the form 
(3.19) *<({*}) = ! I n^ÐЧ-
s = l |a|^fcs 
We define the components of the matrix N({£})3 x 6 by 
(3.20) 
We have in our case 
"i.Ш= Z ЧjVCł, | a | = a 1 + a 2 . 
I«l=-. 
(3.21) MШ) = 
«1 о ^2 о о о 
о & & о о о 
0 0 0 ^ 2 2 < ^ 2 (3,6) 
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If {£} ^ {0} then rank (N({£})) = 3 and by Theorem 3.1 from [2] we obtain that 
the system {Nt} is coercive on V(Q), i.e. 
(3.22) i \H{z})llm + |{z}||i2(f l )]3 ^ c\\{z}\\
2
vm , c > 0 . 
!=1 
Our further considerations will be the same as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in [2]. 
Let us denote 
P 1 = { { z } e V ( f l ) , i\\N,{z} t2W}=0. 
1=1 
2( Let {z} e P j . Using the fact that w e H^(Q) we obtain w = 0. Using the form of e1 
and £2 in (3.2) we obtain 
du dv _ 
3x dy 
We assume u, v e H0(-3). Using the Fridrichs inequality ([8]) we obtain u = v = 0 
and hence {z} = {0}. We have now the relation 
(3.23) P, = {0} . 
Let us assume that the bilinear form A(.,.) is not coercive in V(Q). Then there 
exists a sequence {zk} e V(Q) satisfying the relations 
(3-24) » { - . } | | K W - - 1 , 
(3.25) A{{zk},{zk})<\, k = l , 2 , . . . . 
k 
We can choose a subsequence (we do not change the notation) {zk} such that {zh} -> 
-» {z} in V(:Q), {zfc} -> {z} in [L2(£2)]
3 and N,({zJ) -> Nz({zfc}) in L2(:Q). Combining 
(3.18) and (3.25) we arrive at 
(3.26) IW{**}).&(0)-*4» ' = 1 ' - '
6 ' k=1.2, . . . . 
The weak convergence of Nt({zk}) implies that 
||N,{z}|| = l iminfN , ({z ,}) = 0 . 
k-> oo 
Combining (3.23) and the last relation we have {z} = {0}. Using the inequality (3.22) 
we obtain {zk} -> {0} in V(Q) which contradicts (3.24). This means that the bilinear 
form A(.,.) is coercive, i.e. 
(3.27) .4 ({z} ,{z})ka t | | {z} | |
2 , a. > 0 , V{z} e V(<2). 
If we verify the inequality 
(3.28) b({z}), {z}) = a2 |{z}|
2 , a2 > 0 , V{z} e W(O) 
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then after combining (3.11), (3.27), (3.28) we obtain the coerciveness of the bilinear 
form a({zx}, {z2}). With regard to (2.2), (2.6), (3A0) it is sufficient to verify the 
inequalities 
(3.29) bXi({z},{z})-ŁßXi "ľ,
2 + V2 + wxf + UIJ J dy 
ßXi>0, i = í,...,n-í, V{z}єW(Q), 
(3.30) bУj({z},{z})^ßУJ 
/ 2 // 2 // 2 
UУJ + VУJ + WУJ + ш>' 
Pyj>0, j = \,...,m- 1, \/{z}eW(Q). 
We verify that the inequality (3.29) holds. Using (3.4), (3.5), (3.9) we express 
bx.({z}, {z}) in the form 
(3-31) bXi({z}, {z}) = I {tXi}








M - ) ; (S ,,-Ц")-
^ i 0 0 0 0 0 " 












Xi -BXІ 0 0 
DXi 0 0 0 
o ' DXiQ-x
2 0 0 
0 0 GXi + k2DXiex. 0 
0 ( ) 0 0 0 DXie
2
Xi (6,6) 
The quantity QX. is sufficiently small compared with the other quantities in the matrix. 
All the main minors are then positive and hence the matrix [Kx;] is symmetric and 
positive definite. From (3.31) we obtain now the relation 
(3.34) bXi({z}, {z}) ă: ßXi {tXi}\
2dy, $xt>0. 
Using (3.32) and the Fridrichs inequality applied to ux. we obtain the inequality 





+ w*. + 
ôx 




We assume that k2 e C
2(\_c, a1]). The expression in the integral on the right hand side 
of the inequality (3.35) is of the form 
B({H}, y) = ei + Zl + Zl + Zl + Z
25 + 
+ (c6 - k2(y) £. - 2k2(y) t2 - k2(y) Q
2 . 
B({^}, y) is for every y e [c, d] a positive definite quadratic form. Hence B({£], y) 
is a positive and continuous function on the compact set S6 x [c, d], where S6 is 
the unit circle in R6. B({£}, y) has then its minimum /i > 0 on S6 x [c, d], which 
implies 
(3.36) B({Z},y)> Ml + & + ••• +&) 
for every {£} e R6 and y e [c, d]. 
After inserting (3.36) in (3.35) we obtain 
J | { ^ , } | 2 dy = yxtfi J u;
2 + v;2 + wx
2 + V-^ 
where we have omitted the positive quantities u2., u2.. Comparing the last inequality 
with the right hand side of (3.34) we obtain the inequality (3.29) with the constant 
Pxt ~ fixiJxil*' I n t n e same way we can verify (3.30). (3.29), (3.30) imply the inequality 
(3.28) 
Combining the relations (3.11), (3.27), (3.28) we obtain (3.14) which implies the 
positive definiteness of the form a({zi}, {z2}) on the space W(Q). According to the 
theorem of Lax-Milgram there exists a unique weak solution of the problem (1.2), 
(1.3), (1.4). This is expressed in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3. Let /({.}) be a linear bounded functional on W(Q). Let kt e C
2([o, b]), 
k2 e C
2([c, d]), QX. > DXi, BXi, GXi, k2, Qy. > Dy., By., Gy., kt. Then there exists a 
unique vector-function {z0} e W(Q) satisfying the identity 
(3.37) «({z0},{z}) = /({z}) 
for every vector-function {z} e W(Q). 
4. APPLICATION OF THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
Let Vhk(Q) =3 W(Q) be a sequence of finite dimensional subspaces of the space 
W(Q) satisfying the relation 
(4.1) l imdist({z},VJO)) = 0 
k-+ oo 
for every function {z} e W(Q). A function {zk} e Vhk(Q) is called a Galerkin approxi-
mation of the solution of (3.37) if {zk} is a solution of the identity 
(4.2) a({z,},{z}) = /({z}), V{z}eVJ f2) . 
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As a consequence of coercivity of the bilinear form a({zx}, {Z2}) there exists a unique 
sequence of Galerkin approximations which is convergent ([8]) i.e. 
(4.3) l im | | | {z t}-{zo} | | |=0, 
fe-*oo 
where {z0} e W(Q) is a solution of (3.37). 
A useful method for approximate solution of the problem (3.37) is the method of 
finite elements, which is considered one type of the Galerkin method. 
Let hk > 0, lim hk = 0. We consider a sequence of rectangles { K ^ } ^ which 
fc-*ao 
have the following properties: 
H(fc) 
i) B = \JK?\ 
t=i 
ii) K f > o K f = 0 , i+j, 
iii) diam Kfy ^hk, i = 1 , . . . , N(k), 
iv) K(PnIXi = 0, K\
k) n / y . = 0 , i = 1 , . . . . n - 1, j = 1 , . . . , m - 1 . 
The last property means that the ribs IXi, Iy. coincide with the sides of the rectangles 
K\k\ We call a division of the set Q with the above properties a regular division. 
We consider the approximate solution {zk} = (uk, vk, wk} e Vhk(Q) on every 
rectangle K\k) in the form 
(4.4) uk = Y «
(«?*y. 
0 ^ i , j ^ 3 
0 ^ i , j ^ 3 
with such coefficients 0$, b*-1/, c\l) that uk, vk, wk e C^-Q) (the condition of con-
formity). Using the properties of the Hermit interpolating polynomials ([12]) we 
obtain the inclusion Vhk(Q) a W(Q). By Theorem 2 we can verify in the same way 
as in ([3]) that the method of finite elements with bicubic polynomials (4.4) is con-
vergent in our case. 
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Súhrn 
O EXISTENCII SLABÉHO RIEŠENIA OKRAJOVEJ ÚLOHY ROVNOVÁHY 
PLOCHEJ ŠKRUPINY ZOSILNENEJ TUHOSTNÝMI REBRAMI 
IGOR BOCK, JÁN LOVÍŠEK 
V tejto práci sa priamou variačnou metodou dokazuje existencia a jednoznačnost' 
slabého riešenia okraj ověj úlohy pre plochu škrupinu zosilnenú tuhostnými rebrami. 
Okrajová úloha sa rieši na priestore W(Q) c H0(Í2) x H^(Q) x H^(Q), na ktorom 
je odpovedajúca bilineárna forma koercitívna. Pre numerické riešenie sa navrhuje 
metoda konečných prvkov. Přibližné riešenia konvergujú k slabému riešeriiu v prie­
store W(Q). 
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